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Overview
The game is played over several turns. In each turn,
one player will ask a question and roll the charms
onto the board. the other players attempt to
interpret the roll of the charms and write a wise
answer for the player who asked the question.
Game Objective
The player with the most winning answers at the end
of a full round wins the game.
Components
50 Charms Cards (200 questions)
25 Charms (dice, wooden shapes, and Gems)
8 Quick Reference Key cards
8 Pencils
1 Game Board
1 Rules Sheet
1 Pad of Paper
1 Charms Bag
1 Sand Timer
SetUp
1.	Place game board image side up.

4.	Shuffle cards and place the deck next to board,
face down.
5.	Shake down timer’s sand and place it beside board.
Game Play & Rules
1.	Decide who will take the first turn as the Quester.
2. The quester draws 1 charms card from the top of
the deck, selects 1 statement or question (this is
called a quest) from the card, and reads it out
loud to the group. The Quester must finish any fillin-the-blank _______ Portion(s) of a question
chosen. However, fill-in-the-ellipsis . . . indicates
statements (non-questions) that should remain
unfilled by the Quester and will be determined by
the insights of other players’ answers. Any Quest
must make sense to all players. The Quester must
reform the question until everyone understands it.
Option: instead of choosing a card quest, Quester
may present his or her own quest to the group,

2.	Put all charms (see Components) in Charms bag.

3. The Quester randomly selects 9 (5 for easier play)
charms from the bag, shakes them up, and casts
them onto the board.

3.	Give each player a Quick Reference Key, pencil, and
Fresh sheet of paper.

4. The Quester removes any charms from the playing area
that go Out of Bounds—off the board or on a dividing

line that separates any section of the board (i.e., A
line that separates “Community” from “The World,” or
a line that separates the elements of “Fire” and “Air”).
If all charms go Out of Bounds, re-cast these same 9
charms until at least 2 charms are in play.
5.	All players can review and discuss relevant board
locations and the charm definitions on front and
back side of the Quick Reference Key.
	When reading the triangular dice, use the icon on
the top of the die.
6.	Each player, besides the Quester, writes their name
and the quester’s quest at the top of a piece of
paper. (Use a new sheet of paper for each round.)
7.	Quester starts and manages the (2-minute) timer.
all other players start writing an answer based
on the meaning of the charms, where they landed
on the board, and what this could mean for the
Quester regarding his or her quest. All answers
are kept a secret and must be legibly written. Players can’t consult anyone, but can use the Quick
Reference Key. With only these minimal rules and
one’s own power of perception to gain insights,
players write their own Answer however they see
fit. (see GAMEPLAY EXAMPLE for a sample answer.)

8.	When time runs out, Quester says, “Time’s up,” and
all players must now stop writing.
9. The player sitting to the left of the Quester is the
Reader. The Reader collects each player’s paper and
mixes them up.
while keeping the authors anonymous, the reader
reads each answer out loud along with a number
that indicates the answer and the order in which
it is read, i.e., “Answer number 1 is...”
10.	Quester selects one of the answers as his or
her favorite. The author of this winning answer
is revealed. The Quester now gives the winning
author the card he or she drew at the start of
this turn. The winner keeps this card for the rest
of the game as an indication of their score.
	Quester can keep all answers.
TIE OPTION: If the quester decides there is a tie,
give one player the card and give the other player(s) who tie(s) a card from the deck to indicate
their winning answer and their score.
11.	When Quester’s turn is complete, the next player
in clockwise order becomes the Quester. Continue
play by repeating Rules 2-11 for each turn.
WINNING the game: after each player takes a turn,
The player with the most cards wins the game. To
break a tie, keep playing until 1 person wins the
most cards.

Alternate Game Rules
You Choose: Quester can thoughtfully (rather than
randomly) select 9 charms prior to casting them.
Quester’s Choice: Quester says criteria of winning
answer prior to casting charms, i.e., Seeking the
most hilarious, thoughtful, or nonsensical answer.
cooperative Play Variations (Solo or Larger Groups)
charms quick Pick: This variation can be played
with 1 or more players. Put all charms that have
positive meanings (excluding those with neutral
meanings or challenges) in Charms bag. Randomly
select one to inspire the group throughout the
week. allow anyone in the group to share insights
about what that charm could mean for them.
conversation charms: This variation can be played
with 2 or more players. A quest may be selected from
the deck, created by the Quester, or agreed upon by
the whole group. In this variation, don’t worry about
the timer or the score. Give anyone who wishes a
chance to be the Quester. Each time a Quester’s quest
is shared and his or her charms are cast, the Quester
and players work together to discover insights for the
Quester or for the entire group.
Gameplay Example:
The Quester, Jamie, draws a Charms card, selects
a quest from it, and asks; “What will increase my
happiness?” Jamie randomly selects 9 charms, casts
them onto the board, and removes charms that go
Out of Bounds (See Rule 4). The board now has the
Heart on “Me,” the Green Die (6 side up) and the

Travel Die (Car side up) on “Community,” and the
Yellow Gem on “Fire.” Everyone else reviews the
relevant board meanings and the meanings of the
charms in play using the Quick Reference Key. Then
each player (excluding Jamie) adds their name and
the quest to their own paper. jamie sets the timer,
and all other players individually interpret the
charms in play, where they landed on the board, and
what they may mean for jamie regarding this quest.
one player, keeyan, writes an answer as follows:
“You’ll feel happier (Love + Me) if you Take good
care of yourself, (Go + Drive + Community) Go
on a lot of road trips near you. (Joy + Fire)
This will give you more joy and energy.”
keeyan finishes just as the sand in timer runs
out. After the Reader reads each answer, keeping
authors anonymous, jamie selects her favorite–
keeyan’s answer. keeyan keeps jamie’s corresponding
Charms card. jamie keeps all answers for this
quest. Insightful answers can provide clues for how
jamie could actually handle or resolve her dilemma
during everyday life.
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